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1. INTRODUCTION

Collaborative tagging systems such as Delicious.com
provide a new means of organizing and sharing resources.
They also allow users to search for documents relevant
to a particular topic or for other users who are experts
in a particular domain. Nevertheless, identifying rele-
vant documents and knowledgeable users is not a trivial
task, especially when the volume of documents is huge
and there exist spamming activities [13].

In this paper, we discuss the notions of experts and
expertise in the context of collaborative tagging sys-
tems. We propose that the level of expertise of a user in
a particular topic is mainly determined by two factors:
(1) there should be a relationship of mutual reinforce-
ment between the expertise of a user and the quality of
a document; and (2) an expert should be one who tends
to identify useful documents before other users discover
them. We propose a graph-based algorithm, SPEAR
(SPamming-resistant Expertise Analysis and Ranking),
which implements the above ideas for ranking users in
a collaborative tagging system. We carry out experi-
ments on both simulated data sets and real-world data
sets obtained from Delicious, and show that SPEAR is
more resistant to spamming than other methods such
as the HITS algorithm and simple statistical measures.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Collaborative Tagging

A collaborative tagging system [1] allows arbitrary users
to assign tags freely to any documents available on the
Web. When the tags and documents contributed by
different users are aggregated, a kind of user-generated
classification scheme – commonly known as folksonomies
[12] – emerges.

A folksonomy basically involves three types of enti-
ties, namely users, tags and documents, and can be for-
mally represented as a tripartite hypergraph [10].

Definition 1. A folksonomy is a tuple F = (U, T,D,R),
where U is a set of users, T a set of tags, D a set of
documents, and R ⊆ U × T × D a set of annotations.

R is sometimes referred to as a set of taggings. It
represents the fact that a particular user u ∈ U has
assigned a tag t ∈ T to a document d ∈ D. Since we
are interested in ranking users by their level of expertise
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in a particular topic, we will focus on different subsets
of the whole folksonomy. For example, if the topic is
represented by the tag t, we can extract a subset F as
Ft = (Ut, Dt, Rt), where Rt = {(u, d)|(u, t, d) ∈ R},
Ut = {u|(u, d) ∈ Rt}, and Dt = {d|(u, d) ∈ Rt}.

This can be generalized to cases in which the topic
is represented by a conjunction or disjunction of two or
more tags {t1, t2, ..., tn}:
R{t1,...,tn} = {(u, d)|(u, t1, d) ∈ R ∧ ... ∧ (u, tn, d) ∈ R}
or

R{t1,...,tn} = {(u, d)|(u, t1, d) ∈ R ∨ ... ∨ (u, tn, d) ∈ R}

2.2 Related Work

Expert identification traditionally involves building
profiles by associating documents with the candidates
and employing IR techniques on the profiles [8]. Re-
cent approaches involve graph-based analyses of user
networks. For example, Zhang et al. [14] apply an algo-
rithm based on PageRank to produce expertise ranking
of users in an online forum. While folksonomies can be
represented as graphs, their tripartite structure requires
modifications to either existing graph-based algorithms
or the data model before graph-based ranking methods
can be used. For example, Hotho et al. [4] propose
FolkRank, which is based on the PageRank algorithm,
for ranking users, tags and documents.

Koutrika et al. [6] discuss methods of tackling spam-
ming activities in collaborative tagging systems, and
propose that the “reliability” of users – whether their
tags coincide with those of the others – should be taken
into account to produce document rankings which are
resistant to spammers. There are also proposals of de-
tecting spammers based on machine learning approaches
such as [7, 9]. Compared with these approaches, our
proposed algorithm aims at, in addition to finding ex-
perts, demoting spammers in the ranked list of users
instead of detecting their presence. We believe that
different types of methods, including detection, demo-
tion, and also prevention are complementary in tackling
spammers [2].

3. EXPERTS AND EXPERTISE

In general, an expert is someone who possesses a high
level of knowledge in a particular domain. This implies
that experts are reliable sources of relevant resources
and information. Here we describe two assumptions we
have for experts in a collaborative tagging system.



3.1 User Expertise and Document Quality

The simplest way to assess the expertise of a user is
by the number of times he has used a tag (or a set
of tags) on some documents. However, this does not
take into consideration the facts that quantity does not
imply quality, and that there exist spammers who in-
discriminately tag a large number of documents [13].

We believe that an expert should be someone who
not only has a large collection of documents, but also
tends to add to their collections high quality documents,
which are identified in turn by the number as well as
the expertise of the users who have it in their collec-
tions. In other words, there is a relationship of mutual
reinforcement between the expertise of a user and the
quality of a document.

This is similar to the HITS algorithm [5] for link struc-
ture analysis among Web pages, in which the hubness
and authority of a page mutually reinforce each other.
A major difference in our case is that collaborative tag-
ging involves two different types of interrelated entities,
namely human users and Web pages. There are also
only links pointing from users to documents in a folk-
sonomy because only users tag documents but not vice
versa. Thus in our case users will only receive hub scores
(expertise) whereas documents will only receive author-
ity scores (quality). This, however, makes much sense
because experts act as hubs when we find useful re-
sources through them, and documents act as authority
as they contain the information we need.

3.2 Discoverer vs. Follower

In the HITS approach, two users will be considered
to be of the same level of expertise even though one is
the first to tag a set of documents and the other is sim-
ply tagging the documents because of their popularity.
In addition, a spammer who wants to bring some Web
pages to the attention of other users can easily exploit
this weakness and boost his expertise score by tagging
several popular documents.

Hence, in addition to knowing a lot of high quality
documents per se, we believe an expert should also be
someone who is able to recognizes the usefulness of a
document before the others do, thus becoming the first
to bookmark it, assign tags to it and bring it to the
attention of other users. In other words, experts should
be the discoverers of high quality documents, in con-
trast to the followers who find these documents at a
later time, for example because they have become pop-
ular already. Generally speaking, the earlier a user has
tagged a document, the more credit he should receive
for his actions.

We believe that the discoverer-follower assumption is
both a reasonable and a desirable one because experts
should be the ones who bring good documents to the
attention of novices. In addition, this also makes our
method of ranking expertise more resistant to the type
of spammer mentioned above, as spammers will proba-
bly not be discoverers but mostly followers.

4. SPEAR ALGORITHM

We propose SPEAR (SPamming-resistant Expertise
Analysis and Ranking) as an algorithm for producing a

ranking of users with respect to a set of one or more
tags based on the above assumptions.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the topic
of interest is represented by a tag t ∈ T . We there-
fore focus on users who have used tag t for annota-
tions, and documents which have been assigned tag t.
The first step of the algorithm is to extract a set of
taggings Rt from the folksonomy F . We extend the no-
tion of tagging to accommodate the creation timestamp
of each tagging: every tagging is a tuple of the form:
r = (u, t, d, c) where c is the time when user u assigned
the tag t to document d, and c1 < c2 if c1 refers to an
earlier time than c2 does.

Our first assumption of experts involves the level of
expertise of the users and the quality of the documents

mutually reinforcing each other. We define ~E as a vec-

tor of expertise scores of users: ~E = (e1, e2, ..., eM ),
where M = |Ut| is the number of unique users in Rt.

In addition, we define ~Q as a vector of quality scores of

documents: ~Q = (q1, q2, ..., qN ), where N = |Dt| is the
number of unique documents in Rt.

Mutual reinforcement refers to the idea that the ex-
pertise score of a user depends on the quality scores of
the documents he tags with t, and the quality score of
a document depends on the expertise score of the users
who assigns t to it. We prepare an adjacency matrix
A of size M × N where Ai,j := 1 if user i has assigned
t to document j, and Ai,j := 0 otherwise. Based on
this matrix, the calculation of the expertise and quality
scores involves an iterative process similar to that of the
HITS algorithm:

~E = ~Q × AT (1)

~Q = ~E × A (2)

To implement the idea of discoverers and followers,
we populate the adjacency matrix A in a way different
from the above method of assigning either 0 or 1 to its
cells by using the following equation:

Ai,j = |{u|(u, t, dj , c), (ui, t, dj , ci) ∈ Rt ∧ ci < c}| + 1
(3)

According to Equation 3, the cell Ai,j is equal to 1
plus the number of users who have assigned tag t to
document dj after user ui. If ui is the first to assign
t to dj , Ai,j will be equal to the total number of users
who have assigned t to dj . If ui is the most recent
user to have assigned t to dj , Ai,j will be equal to 1.
In this way, earlier users will be credited more by the
quality score of the documents in the iterative process
than later users.

The last step is to assign proper credit scores to users
by applying a credit scoring function C to A:

Ai,j = C(Ai,j) (4)

While a simple linear credit score assignment such as
C(x) := x can be used, we believe that the function
should somehow reduce the differences between high
scores while retaining the ordering of the scores in A.
This is because it is undesirable to give high expertise
scores to users who happened to be the first few to
tag a very popular document but have not contributed
thereafter. Hence, a proper credit scoring function C



Algorithm 1 SPEAR: SPamming-resistant Expertise
Analysis and Ranking
Input: Number of Users M
Input: Number of Documents N
Input: A set of taggings Rt = {(u, t, d, c)}
Input: Credit scoring function C
Input: Number of iterations k
Output: A ranked list L of users.

1: Set ~E to be the vector (1, 1, ..., 1) ∈ QM

2: Set ~Q to be the vector (1, 1, ..., 1) ∈ QN

3: A← GenerateAdjacencyMatrix(Rt, C)
4: for i = 1 to k do
5: ~E ← ~Q×AT

6: ~Q← ~E ×A

7: Normalize ~E
8: Normalize ~Q
9: end for
10: L← Sort users by their expertise score in ~E
11: return L

should be an increasing function with a decreasing first
derivative: C ′(x) > 0 and C ′′(x) ≤ 0. For the con-
text of this paper, we conduct our experiments with
C(x) := x0.5 =

√
x. The final SPEAR algorithm is

shown in pseudocode in Algorithm 1.

5. EVALUATION

5.1 Data Sets and Methodology

Evaluation is difficult due to the lack of a proper
ground truth. To mitigate this problem, we combine
both real-world and simulated data to compare the be-
havior and performance of SPEAR with other algo-
rithms. Real-world data are used as the base input
for our experiments which “sets the stage” for insert-
ing simulated data. In addition, simulation allows us
to control the characteristics of generate users based on
recent studies of collaborative tagging systems [6, 13].

With regard to real-world data, we developed a crawler
to retrieve the most recent URLs of several tags with
their bookmarking history from Delicious.com. We re-
trieved up to a maximum of 2,000 bookmarks per URL
(due to restriction of Delicious.com). A bookmark in
our data set includes the Delicious username of the user,
the title and description of the bookmark, any associ-
ated tags, and the creation timestamp of the bookmark.
An overview of the data sets is shown in Table 1.

With regard to simulated data, the basic idea was to
insert simulated data properly into real-world data. For
example, to simulate a discoverer-type user, we would
have to insert a virtual bookmark in the early timeline
of a document’s bookmarking history. All users with a
later bookmark would automatically become followers
of the simulated user for this document. Similarly, we
would have to insert virtual bookmarks to popular doc-
uments in order to simulate experts because these users
tend to tag only relevant information.

We wanted to create two different types of user pro-
files: expert-like and spammer-like users. For each type,
we also wanted to model three variants to better match
real-world scenarios and to improve the evaluation setup.
An overview is shown in Table 2.

We manipulate the following four parameters for mod-
eling simulated users and their tagging behavior and

Tag Users Documents

javascript ∧ programming 22,329 887
photography 47,043 942
semanticweb 13,527 1,232

Table 1: Statistics of real-world data sets re-
trieved from Delicious.com in October 2008.

User Type Variants

Expert Geek, Veteran, Newcomer
Spammer Flooder, Promoter, Trojan

Table 2: The simulated user profiles created for
the evaluation of SPEAR.

thus simulated data. The detailed descriptions of the
user variants will be presented after this list.

• P1: Number of a user’s bookmarks.

• P2: Newness: The percentage of bookmarks to
documents which are not in the real-world data.

• P3: Document rank preferences: A probability
mass function (PMF) which specifies whether rather
popular or rather unpopular documents tend to be
selected when inserting simulated bookmarks. For
example, the PMFs of veterans and trojans tend
to select popular documents whereas the PMFs of
flooders are more evenly distributed, respectively.

• P4: Time preferences: A probability mass func-
tion (PMF) which specifies at which point in time
a simulated bookmark tends to be inserted. For
example, the PMFs of veterans tend to focus on
the early stages in the bookmarking history, new-
comers are rather evenly distributed, and flooders
tend to be very late.

5.1.1 Simulated Experts

Simulated expert profiles are subdivided into geeks,
veterans, and newcomers. A veteran is a user who book-
marks significantly more documents than the average
user, following the reports of user behavior on Deli-
cious described in [3, 11]. He tends to be among the
first users to tag documents which would usually be-
come quite popular within the community. Hence, he
is a discoverer with many followers.

A newcomer represents a new user who is only some-
times among the first to “discover” a document. Most
of the time, the documents are already quite well-known
within the community at the time he tags them.

A geek is also similar to a veteran but has significantly
more bookmarks than a veteran. We can consider the
geek profile as the “best” expert within our simulation.

Geeks should generally be ranked higher than veter-
ans in terms of expertise, and the latter should in turn
rank higher than newcomers. We must note though that
the differences between geeks and veterans are more
subtle compared to newcomers. Since we introduce the
notion of document quality instead of document quan-
tity, we expect veterans to compete with geeks for the
top ranks even though the latter have better “odds” of
success in the long run.



5.1.2 Simulated Spammers

We simulate three types of spammers, namely flood-
ers, promoters, and trojans. A flooder tags a huge num-
ber of documents which already exist in the system,
most likely in an automated way [13, 6]. However, he
tends to be one of the last users in the timeline.

A promoter focuses on tagging his own documents to
promote their popularity, and does not care much about
other documents. He tends to be the first to bookmark
documents which attract few followers. This kind of
spammers is quite common and quite a number were
found on Delicious during our experiments. There were
even groups of them who had sequentially named user
accounts of the form iSpamYou001, iSpamYou002, etc.

A trojan is more sophisticated in that his strategy is
to mimic regular users in the majority of his tagging
activities. He disguises his malicious intents by tagging
already popular pages, but at some point adds links to
his own documents which can be malware-infected or
phishing web pages.

It should be noted that our simulations were prob-
abilistic so that even identical user profiles will pro-
duce variations in simulated data. On the one hand,
this means that even two users with the same profile
will behave differently up to a certain extent (a “good”
geek might receive a higher expertise score than a “bad”
geek). On the other hand, we can expect overlaps in
user behavior and experimental results between differ-
ent user variants (a “good” newcomer might receive a
higher expertise score than a “bad” veteran).

5.2 Experiments

We study the performance of SPEAR by comparing
its results with those returned by the HITS algorithm
and a simple frequency count ranking algorithm, de-
noted FREQ, based on the number of bookmarks of
the users. The latter is very popular on collaborative
tagging systems in practice, and thus FREQ serves as
the “baseline” for our experiments.

5.2.1 Promoting Experts

To study how different variants of experts are ranked
by SPEAR, we generate, for each of the data sets of
semanticweb, photography and
javascript ∧ programming, twenty simulated users for
each of the variants. Figure 1(a) shows the ranks of the
simulated users returned by SPEAR, the original HITS
algorithm and FREQ.

In SPEAR, geeks are generally ranked higher than
veterans, which are in turn ranked higher than new-
comers. We can also observe that geeks and experts
do compete for the top ranks even though the geeks
win in general. This means that some veterans, al-
though having less bookmarks than geeks in general,
are sometimes ranked higher by SPEAR because they
have some higher quality bookmarks. All in all, this is
the expected and desired behavior.

As for HITS and FREQ, while they do rank geeks
higher than veterans and newcomers, geeks are actually
the “easiest” expert variant because they have a very
high quantity of good bookmarks. This means even the

naive FREQ should perform reasonably for this user
variant. However, both HITS and FREQ fail to differ-
entiate between veterans and newcomers, which end up
being mixed together. This result suggests that SPEAR
succeeds in distinguishing veterans and newcomers by
implementing the notion of discoverers and followers. In
contrast, HITS tends to return results which are heav-
ily influenced by the number of documents of a user,
even though it is also an implementation of a mutual
reinforcement scheme. We can conclude that in usage
scenarios where quantity does not guarantee quality –
and we believe collaborative tagging is one such sce-
nario – SPEAR is expected to provide better ranking
of experts.

5.2.2 Demoting Spammers

Similarly, we generate twenty flooders, promoters and
trojans, respectively, for each of the three data sets and
apply the three different ranking algorithms to them.
The results are shown in Figure 1(b).

FREQ is very vulnerable to spammers, as all spam-
mers are given top ranks due to their large number of
bookmarks. HITS performs better than FREQ as it
tends to demote promoters to low ranks, although it is
not able to demote flooders and trojans. Unfortunately,
flooder-type spammers in particular are often found in
existing collaborative tagging systems [13].

SPEAR gives the best performance among the three
algorithms. Firstly, it correctly demotes both flood-
ers and promoters by assigning them much lower ranks
than HITS and FREQ. Secondly, SPEAR is also able
to demote trojans who use a much more sophisticated
spamming technique. While they are still ranked much
higher than the other two types of spammers, no trojans
are ranked higher than rank #100 by SPEAR. Given
that in practice the TOP 10 to the TOP 50 experts
should be the ones we are most interested in, SPEAR
in its current form already performs reasonably well in
getting rid of all trojans in the relevant range. In fact,
the problem with trojans is that it is tricky to demote
them without demoting good users at the same time,
because from a pragmatic point of view a trojan is still
a rather good hub of resources. Users accessing doc-
uments in a trojan’s collection may need to verify the
quality score of the documents, which is also computed
by SPEAR, to judge whether they are really legitimate
and useful resources. Hence, we look forward to analyz-
ing such spammers more thoroughly in the future and
to studying how complementary techniques could help
to demote or identify them.

In summary, SPEAR produces better rankings than
both the original HITS algorithm and simple frequency
counting. It is able to distinguish between different
types of experts, and is also able to consistently demote
different types of spammers and remove them from the
top of the ranking. In other words, SPEAR is able
to detect the subtle differences between good and bad
users, and to demote spammers while still keeping the
experts at the top of the ranking.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We propose SPEAR for ranking experts in a collabo-



(a) Simulated Experts

(b) Simulated Spammers

Figure 1: Ranks of different variants of simulated users. The gray bar represents users in the real
data sets, while simulated users are represented by different symbols.

rative tagging system and create several different vari-
ants of simulated experts and spammers and use them
to study the behavior of SPEAR. Our experiments sug-
gest that SPEAR is better at distinguishing various
kinds of experts and is more resistant to different kinds
of spammers than the original HITS algorithm and sim-
ple frequency analysis. In the future, we will further
conduct experiments using different credit score func-
tions and study how they affect the performance of
SPEAR. We would also like to study how expertise
in closely related tags can be taken into consideration
when ranking users for a particular tag.
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